Richardson GO!

Phase II

Richardson GO! is an interactive Android Application that allows users to quickly find events, eateries, and local businesses in Richardson, Texas. The application was built in Android Studio and utilizes a PostgreSQL Database filled with up-to-date listings of popular events and locations of interest. A Node JS API offers expedient communication between the database and the application that provides lightning-fast updates to the user. The application takes advantage of social media to connect users with Richardson Go!, or create a new profile using their email address.

Impact

The development of Richardson GO!, they hope to connect students, residents, employees, and anyone who frequents the city of Richardson to everything the city has to offer. Richardson contains a diverse population that could benefit from the information displayed in this application. As feedback from residents communicated a need for community engagement that Greffery LLC hopes to fill with Richardson GO!

Summary

Our team's initial interest in the Richardson GO! project was due to our technical experiences aligning with the requirements for this endeavor. We felt that our strengths could be highlighted in this project, as well as afford us the opportunity to work with new technologies. After speaking with the sponsors of Greffery LLC., we are also invested in the social outreach effort that Richardson GO! embodies. As students at the University of Texas at Dallas (UTD), we see the need for an application that informs users about the various things to do surrounding campus. Since UTD students heavily support local Richardson businesses, we would like the community that we share with Richardson residents to be more connected. Richardson GO!